GARNEA a.s. named as the official Czech dealer of Trombia
Sweepers
Waterless PM2,5 and PM10 dust removal sweepers launched in Czech Republic
Finnish high-end sweeper attachment manufacturer Snowek Oy has named GARNEA a.s. as the official dealer
of PM2,5 certified Trombia sweepers in Czech Republic. Trombia is the world’s first and only waterless
sweeper attachment proven to deliver similar sweeping results and PM2,5 dust removal capabilities as the
highest calibre of city suction sweeper vehicles. Since introduction in Finland in 2016, Trombia sweepers have
now been launched in total of seven countries and Snowek continues the expansion in Europe and North
America during the early 2020.

Trombia sweeper attachments exploit wheel loaders in year-round street and area maintenance.
and assist public and private sector to sweep and collect away the finest dust particles and at the
same time optimize their fleets’ idle time. Trombia sweeper attachments have been designed to be
completely filter-free by using a globally patented technology combining air-knife dust cleaning,
mechanical sweeping, vacuum and cyclone separation. Inside Trombia’s sweeping chamber the
sweeping process is carried out fully waterless, which enables contractors to clean and sweep with
higher accuracy and perfection in sweeping result.
”With the rising public debate around street dust challenges in Czech Republic it has
been fantastic to start working with GARNEA a.s. as the official dealer in the market
We are together providing solutions for Czech municipalities and industrial sites
combating dust challenges as well as carrying out their day to day sweeping tasks. The
sweeping performance of Trombia has already convinced the first customers and we
are very much looking forward to working with the GARNEA and deliver Trombia
across the country”
Antti Nikkanen, CEO, Snowek OY

For municipalities, industrial plants and sweeping contractors Trombia attachment is a solution for
both heavier debris, sand and millings as well as fine dust removal with fully dry surfaces yearround. Saved time in water refills and optimizing machinery fleets increases sweeping efficiency
year-round. Investment costs for Trombia sweeper attachments are marginal compared to the likes
of self-propelled city sweepers with similar-level fine dust sweeping capabilities.

”Cooperation with SNOWEK OY is big opportunity for us, because we want to offer
products that are efficient, hig quality and can really represent values of our company.
It’s obvious that environmental requirements are becoming increasingly important
and industry companies must deal with them. With Trombia, we are prepared to offer
the best possible solution for them.”
Václav Baštýř, Garnea a.s.

SNOWEK OY. is a 2011-founded privately-owned developer of high end road maintenance solutions.
The company designs, manufactures and markets work equipment for wheel loaders, tractors and
excavators in particular for dust and snow removal and street sweeping. Company headquarters is
based in Kuopio, Finland.

GARNEA a.s. is a family company founded in 1992. GARNEA has been distributing and servicing
construction machinery across Czech market since 2002 and are currently the official distributor of
DOOSAN construction equipment as well as Deutz-Fahr and Yanmar agricultural machines. The
headquarters is based in Dolni Bukovsko, Czech Republic

More information:
www.trombia.com
www.garnea-as.cz
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